
A User’s 

Guide to a 

Timely 

Launch

Time to get your new 

website off the ground. 

Building a website can seem overwhelming, complicated, and just… impossible.

Lucky for you, SMART Websites from Pegasus Online are fun to design, painless to 

generate content, and timely to build.  Best of all, your site will be built specifically to 

fulfill your ideal customer’s needs.  It’s not rocket science, but Pegasus Online has 

the creation of effective websites down to a science. 

Below is a step by step timeline showing and explaining each step of the process.

This can be 

you in 4 to 8 

weeks!

?
Understanding how to communicate to your 
customers can be difficult
Lucky For You, we want your investment with us to deliver. 

Your website plan includes a brand & customer introduction 
exercise.  It’s called brand strategy, and it is a powerful tool to 

understand your customers‘ wants and deliver their needs. 

In addition, you will have a deeper understanding of how your 
customers feel about your business’ brand. (Not to be 

confused with your logo).

The link for this is attached to the email where you received 
this infographic.  
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Your Schedule
48 Hours (2 days) After Brand Strategy

Schedule a Meeting With your Designer
After you’ve submitted your brand strategy results, please 
schedule a meeting a minim of 48 hours after.  The Pegasus 
design team will use this time to review your results.

The Design Meeting will require you to have a 
computer with a good Internet connection. 
Meetings can range form 1.5 to 3 hours depending 
on the complexity of the home page.
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Design Meeting and Process
Just like designing a new house, you will be guided through 

the latest design catalog. The design meeting will cover your 
preferences for layouts, features, usability, and design. 

After the design meeting. Your Designer will create a number 
of unique web comps for you depending on your selected 
package. This process can take additional time due to the 
creative nature of designing a customized website. This 
process can include selecting unique images, colors, fonts, 
and layouts. When the designer is finished, the designer will 
record a video explaining the designs and how they will work 

on your finished site.
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A content writer will be in touch with you in the next few 

days to schedule a meeting to discuss the content of the 
website. What is the best time to contact you?

Meeting with Your Content Writer

I serve my 
customers by...
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When your designs are ready, you will recive a video and link 

to your website designs. The link will take you to XD: a tool 

for you to review designs and leave feedback. We need to 

have your feedback within 48 hours to stay on schedule. If 
you take longer than the 48 hours, your website may take 
longer than our goal of 4 to 8 calendar weeks.

At this point, you can approve a design (web comp) or 

request a design revision (if applicable to your package).  

Design Feedback

Comp #1 Comp #2
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Once you are happy with the final designs, you will need to 
send written approval to the Pegasus team. 

WARNING: Once your approval has been given, 

any additional layout and design changes will 
cost an extra $147 per hour.

Client Approval of Designs
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Once we receive written approval to build the final design 
(Web Comp), we will send your design to our development 

department. This can take anywhere from 4 to 7 business 
days to complete.

When the development team finishes your site, it will be 
loaded to our development server for testing and content. 

Now that the site is on our server, your content writer is 

invited to load the site with your content. This includes 

pages, posts, site navigation, copy, and example images.

Overall this phase can take anyware from 1 to 3 weeks to 
complete depending on site complexity. 

The Build4

We will send you a link to the unpublished site for your 

review.  This is an exciting time.  Be aware that at this point 
your site is still under construction, and may include some 
bugs.  Don’t be surprised, please let us know as soon as you 

notice any bugs.  

Initial Viewing of your Unpublished Website
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This is your opportunity to review and request changes to 
content and images. Layout and design changes are available 

at an added fee (see above under “Client Approval of 

Designs”). 

After receiving your requests for any changes to content and 
images, your site will go through an extensive testing 
process. This will cover everything from functionality to 
download speed.

Client Review 

Amplify Me 555.332.1213Home Services About Us Testimonials Contact Us

Amplify Me Pegasus Online
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Once you are happy with content and images, the Pegasus 
team will replace the copyrighted images with compressed 

web ready images.

Finally, we will require written approval to publish your site. 

Final Content Changes, & Website Approval.
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Congratulations on the successful launch of your new 
website. It’s a capable ship with lots to offer above the 
exhaust flume.

Once your site is live, the Pegasus team will schedule you for 
website training. This training will cover how to change and 

edit content and images. 

Your Website is Live!0


